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This 2015 wall calendar features full-color spreads from the web comic and book Hyperbole and a

Half by bestselling author Allie Brosh. The calendar includes material from some of Allieâ€™s most

beloved stories, including The God ofCake and This Is Why Iâ€™ll Never Be an Adult. Additionally, it

is full of useful things that will help organize your year, including dates, numbers, and pictures of

dogs. Brosh's comic has quickly become one of the most recognizable new pop culture

phenomenons. With 125,000 followers on Twitter, 400,000 likes on FB, 150 million page loads on

her blog, and now 350,000+ books in print, her loyal fans are eager for everything Hyperbole!
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It's Allie Brosh. Of course it's perfect and everything you could ever hope and dream for

Bright, colorful, straight from Allie Brosh's imagination comes this wonderfully delightful 2015 wall

calendar! The calendar is large, which means more colors and fun! I have it hanging up in my office

currently since it shows the last four months of 2014 on one page. There are swear words here and

there, but I'll just stick a post-it over them to censor it so that it's work-appropriate. I'm a cat person,

Brosh has doggies and has doodles of them but I don't mind because it's just so wonderful! If you're

a fan of her blog and book, you'll love this calendar. Wait, no, you NEED this calendar! BE ONE OF

US!

Hands up! The single best purchase of my entire 2015 year. No, I don't think that's too grand a



statement to make. Yes, I do know it's only January. No, I don't think I'm digging myself a regret

hole. Yes, I do love Allie Brosh's work. No, I don't think I'll get tired of staring at this beautiful

calendar at any point during the entirety of the remainder of the year. Yes, I am getting tired of your

questions. No, you're not allowed to ask any more questions.An absolute necessity for anyone who

a) Enjoys Allie's work, b) Has read her book, c) Can appreciate color and cake, or d) Any

combination of the above.

I absolutely adore Allie Brosh & my life without this calendar would be even more confusing. The

month I like best is July b/c it has "cake cake cake cake caaake." How did she know it's my

birthday? The spaces for the days are kind of disjointed but you weren't that busy anyway.

I like this calendar, I don't love it. I had high hopes for it being as amazing as Allie's blog and for me

it fell short. Maybe it's because you don't have the stories behind her drawings, but there were only

a couple months that I was really into. January was my favorite. I think there are other drawings, etc

that would have been better suited to a calendar. I still like it a lot, however, I probably would

purchase something else in the future.

I am a long time follower of Hyperbole and a Half! Her blog nearly had me peeing myself when I was

pregnant with my youngest son. Lordy. I was happy to be able to purchase the calendar. I was lazy

and waited till July to purchase and it was funny because my daughter had a birthday and the

cartoon was about eating cake. Ha ha! We all had a good laugh! So funny.

I love Allie Brosh's blog, book, and illustrations, so this calendar was pretty much a given for me.

The paper is fairly heavy, has a nice gloss to it, and it has everything that you might look for in a

good calendar. There's plenty of space to write, loads of cute illustrations throughout including my

favorite, January's "Maybe everything isn't hopeless bull$hit" (Can you curse on ?)I'm a fairly

disorganized person, so having a calendar is a must. It's a lot better when that calendar makes you

smile each day.

Absolutely love it. Makes more sense if you have read the book. Pages are not too thin that they

won't tear easily but not too thick. Hangs nicely without the worry of it being too heavy for a

thumbtack. Worth every penny.
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